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We report on the characterization of recently developed submillimetric He gas jets with peak density
higher than 1021 atoms/cm3 from cylindrical and slightly conical nozzles of throat diameter of less
than 400 μm. Helium gas at pressure 300−400 bar has been developed for this purpose to compensate
the nozzle throat diameter reduction that affects the output mass flow rate. The fast-switching electro-
valve enables to operate the jet safely for multi-stage vacuum pump assembly. Such gaseous thin
targets are particularly suitable for laser-plasma interaction studies in the unexplored near-critical
regime. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3697859]

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of gas jet targets to generate a suitably dense,
reliable, and reproducible interaction medium is particularly
important in the broad field of laser-plasma interactions,
where they are copiously employed for relativistic laser-
plasma interaction for electron acceleration (LPA)1–5 or ion
acceleration,6, 7 parametric instabilities studies,8–11 atomic
physics,12 investigations of inertial confinement fusion,13

X-ray lasers,14 and high harmonic generation.15

The control of the gas flow is essential in order to pro-
vide the desired interaction density. For example, the use
of a sonic or a supersonic gas flow provides a gaussian-
like or plateau neutral density profile. By changing the gas
pressure, one can change the initial neutral density and
by using a combination of gases, one can obtain plas-
mas with multiple ions species, which is needed to local-
ize electrons injection for innovative laser-plasma accelera-
tor schemes.16, 17 Also, changing the nozzle diameter changes
the plasma length, which for LPA schemes allows to con-
trol the electron energy and for parametric instabilities stud-
ies allows a fine measurement of the corresponding growth
rates.

Compared to the thin-foil-explosion techniques, the use
of a gas jet presents some interesting advantages. In the pre-
vious case, the laser beam impinges on the target, which
explodes symmetrically, with a density decreasing rapidly
from the solid density to the sub-critical desired density,
giving a parabolic longitudinal density profile, for which
density and length are interdependent. In contrast, homo-
geneous plasmas with independent adjustable lengths and
density can be produced with pre-ionized gas jets, with a
much better reproducibility.18, 19 In addition gas jet targets
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can be used with a high repetition rate lasers2 at a reason-
able cost and without any requirement for beam realignment
and/or mechanical target movement between two consecutive
shots.

Up till now, maximum gas densities were limited to about
1020 cm−3 over few millimeters. For a fully ionized helium
gas, the corresponding electron density was therefore lim-
ited to twice this value. The critical electronic density nc of
a plasma irradiated by a Ti:Sapphire laser beam of central
wavelength λ = 810 nm is 1.68 × 1021 cm−3, and sets in
the non-relativistic case the density limit above which the
electromagnetic wave cannot propagate. The maximum elec-
tron density was therefore limited to about tens of percent of
the critical density, indicating that the range of densities for
Ti:Sapphire solid-state lasers that one could explore so far was
only underdense. We present in this article a novel apparatus
that allows to gain more than a factor of 10 in atomic den-
sity, allowing to reach an unexplored range of densities from
tens of percent of the critical density to overcritical density
and over hundreds of microns only. For this apparatus, we
experimented successfully an alternative method of varying
the density by probing it during the transient regime, rather
than changing the backing pressure. This switches from a
pressure to a time adjustment of greater accuracy and ease of
implementation.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Stationary gaseous supersonic jets produced by ax-
isymmetric nozzles have been specifically studied20 and
extensively used21 over the past decade for laser-plasma
interaction experiments. They provide suitable support for
plasmas of tunable electronic density ne, length L, and
gradient scale length l (typically ne ∼ few 1019 cm−3,
L ∼ 1 mm, and l ∼ 100s of μm). The tuning is achieved by op-
timizing the nozzle geometry (throat and exit diameters) and
by varying the back pressure feeding the nozzle. A station-
ary quasi one-dimensional isentropic compressible fluid flow
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model (1DIFF)22 gives reliable rule-of-thumbs for millimeter-
range nozzles for quickly selecting the nozzle geometry in an
ideal situation.

The reduction in size of the jet to the submillimet-
ric range, coupled with the possibility of density varia-
tion over several order of magnitude, would give access to
laser-Rayleigh-range-long plasmas (even for tightly focussed
lasers) from low-density laser transparency to high-density
laser opacity regimes. Such an implementation would have
tremendous positive impact on systematic investigations of
laser-plasma interactions (e.g., parametric instabilites, laser
filamentation, relativistic self-focusing, and hole boring). It
could also relax the constraints on laser power requirements
for users of terawatt-class lasers in studying energetic ion
beam generation from gas jets, so far only reported with
petawatt-class laser facilities.7 Importantly and very promis-
ing, this type of jet could be a suitable medium for compact
and shape-preserving plasma self-compression of ultrashort
laser pulse.23

However, the broadly used solenoid valve systems which
trigger the gas burst then close within typically tens of mil-
liseconds timescale at working pressure ∼100 bar “choke”
when reducing the throat diameter to sub-millimeter. This
property comes from the linear dependence of the mass flow
rate in the 1DIFF model with that minimal cross-section in the
duct (also called critical diameter). Increasing the pressure to
compensate the flow stagnation prohibits subsequent opening
of the magnetic-coil-driven poppet, locking increasingly the
downstreaming flow. This hinders the exploration of plasma
density from microjets in the interval 1019 − 1021 cm−3.

In this paper, we report on the production and the char-
acterization of He gas jet of few hundreds of microns thick
with atomic peak densities up to 2.7 × 1021 atoms/cm3, which
corresponds to 1.6 nc for a singly ionized gas, and driv-
able at 10 Hz rep rate. This is achieved by using a pres-
sure pneumatic device that allows to boost up the back-
ing pressure up to 400 bar starting from usual gas cylin-
ders (delivering 200 bar at maximum), and a special fast
electro-valve with a rise and fall time within 3 ms. This
unique association meets the requirements for very dense
and thin gas jets compatible with a delicate vacuum pump
system.

We smoothly covered experimentally from sonic (Mach
number M ∼ 1) to supersonic (M > 1) flow expansions
by testing different nozzle geometries from cylindrical to
conical ones. With our apparatus, neutral densities ≥0.5nc

were only obtained, at exploitable distances from nozzle
exit (from few hundreds of microns upwards), with cylin-
drical of slightly conical nozzles, referring to sonic and
transonic flows. This article presents in details only the
corresponding experimental results but a sound study of su-
personic flows can be found in Ref. 20. Additionally, the
real system was characterized with full multiple dimensions
computational fluid dynamics simulations in the transient
regime. Good agreements with the experimental data are ob-
tained but the simulations underline the sensitivity of the
thin flow profile to the precision in the nozzle production.
These results will be reported in a future detailed publication
elsewhere.

III. SIMPLE ANALYTICAL MODEL: INVISCID
FLOW PARAMETERS

This section aims at illustrating qualitatively by using the
1DIFF model, how flow parameters relevant for laser-plasma
experiments (density, radial gradient, and mass flow) are ex-
pected to vary in steady state according to the nozzle geom-
etry (or equivalently in that model, to the Mach number of
the flow, noted M). As mentioned in Ref. 20, one observes an
intrinsic competition between the two requirements (i) high
peak density during the quasistatic gas expansion in vacuum
out of the nozzle and (ii) steep-gradient radial profile with
plateau. The position between these two limit cases is essen-
tially quantified by the sonicity, i.e., M. In the following of this
document, we will be referring to sonic, transonic, and super-
sonic flows to describe flows with Mach number, respectively,
equal to one (M = 1), close to one but larger than one (M � 1
and M > 1), and equal to several units (M > 1). By means of
the 1DIFF model, we now explain qualitatively the intrinsic
competition between points (i) and (ii) when M ≥ 1.

(i) The gas density at the nozzle exit is mainly determined
by the exhaust gas velocity, i.e., by the conditions of expan-
sion inside the nozzle and thus by the geometry of the nozzle.
The 1DIFF model predicts for an ideal gas a simple system of
equations linking the cross-sectional area A to the density ρ

via the Mach number parameter

ρ

ρ0
=

[
γ + 1

2 + (γ − 1)M2

] 1
γ−1

, (1)

A

A0
= 1

M

[
2 + (γ − 1)M2

γ + 1

] γ+1
2(γ−1)

, (2)

with A0 and ρ0 the cross-sectional area and the density at the
throat, respectively, γ is the gas adiabatic constant (γ ∼ 1.6
for helium). It is immediate from (1) that as M increases
isentropically the density ρ drops. Considering a sonic flow
(M = 1), with helium gas at p = 300 bar, then ρ0 ≈ 4nc and
ρ ≈ 2nc. With the same pressure, for a supersonic flow as in
our experiments (M � 4), then ρ ≈ 0.2nc.

(ii) Ideally, a related Prandtl-Meyer flow can model the
expanding fluid that exits the nozzle. This supposes that the
pressure in the discharge chamber is way lower than the pres-
sure delivered by the nozzle (underexpanded nozzle), so that
the flow adapts via expansion waves. The convex nozzle cor-
ners, as defined in Fig. 1 by the angle θ , rotate isentropi-
cally the outer layers giving birth to a centered expansion fan
through which the fluid is rarefied. The angle of rotation θ r

reads

θr = ν(M2) − ν(M1), (3)

ν(Mi ) =
√

γ + 1

γ−1
tan−1

√
γ−1

γ+1
(M2

i −1)− tan−1
√

M2
i − 1,

(4)

where ν(Mi) is the Prandtl-Meyer function, M1 and M2 the
Mach numbers, respectively, up- and downstream the cor-
ner (see Fig. 1 and also for coming implicit symbols). From
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FIG. 1. Isentropic centered Prandtl-Meyer expansion outside a supersonic
and underexpanded nozzle (pexit > ambient pressure, pa). Plateau density ra-
dial lines develop over the supersonic length Ls in the inviscid triangle, region
between A and B with MA ≈ MB and delimited by weak density disturbances
at Mach angle α1 = sin−1( 1

M1
).

(3) and (4), it follows the existence of a maximum total turn
angle θM1 for a given M1 above which M2 → ∞ and p2 and
ρ2 vanish,

θM1 = π

2

[√
γ + 1

γ − 1
− 1

]
− ν(M1). (5)

With helium gas, for a sonic flow, ν(M1) = 0 and θM1 = 97.3◦.
For a supersonic flow as in our experiments (M1 � 4), θM1

= 44.3◦. For all types of flow we produced experimentally,
the nozzle corner angle reads θ = 70◦−90◦. This means that
in that model, a sonic flow for which θ < θM1 spreads along
the nozzle exit plane, so that the jet will exhibit quite a large
radial gradient outside the nozzle. On the contrary, when us-
ing a supersonic flow, the convex corner extends over an angle
θ > θM1 and the expansion can smoothly develop to ambient
pressure (typ. pa < 10−2 mbar). Thus, for the supersonic flow
cases, the angular extension of the Prandtl-Meyer fan can be
used to assess the radial gradient scale length l at a certain
distance Z from the nozzle exit,

l

Z
∼

(
sin−1 1

M1
+ θM1

)
. (6)

For M1 � 4, the radial gradients of the jet at Z = 200 μm from
the exit reads l ≈ 200 μm. From (6), l/Z reduces, i.e., the jet
profile steepens as M1 increases.

For a supersonic flow, to trade off (i) and (ii) (steep profile
along with plateau density), the laser-gas interaction should
be operated not too far from the nozzle exit, at a distance
Z ≤ Ls (see Fig. 1 for the symbol definition),

Ls

r
= 1

| tan(δ − α1)| (7)

with r the nozzle exit radius. When cone-sonicity matching
is fulfilled, i.e., δ = sin−1( 1

M1
), the ideal supersonic length di-

verges. In practice, δ 
= α1 and Ls/r is limited to few units.

For M1 = 4, i.e, α1 = 14◦ and our supersonic nozzles with δ

= 20◦ and r = 200 μm, one obtains Ls = 2 mm.
The mass flow rate ṁ for such a system in the 1DIFF

model yields

ṁ =
√

γ

R

p∗

T ∗

(
2

γ + 1

) γ+1
2(γ−1)

A0 (8)

with p* and T*, the stagnation pressure and temperature, re-
spectively, (cylinder inlet pressure and room temperature),
and R the specific gas constant.

This parameter shows that, for a given nozzle geometry
selected according to the Eqs. (1) and (2) to reach a certain
sonicity, the mass flow rate and thus the achievable density at
the exit is limited by the throat area A0 (or any smaller area
in the flow). Therefore, for designing a jet down-scaled to mi-
crometric dimensions, a proportional increase of the backing
pressure must be applied to compensate the rarefaction of the
gas. This was done in practice by operating with a backing
pressure from ∼200 to 400 bar.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Interferometry

The jet characterization was carried out by using a similar
setup as the one presented in Ref. 20. In our case, the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer stands outside the vacuum chamber
and the jet is illuminated by a HeNe 633 nm-CW laser. An
f/3-doublet images the central plane of the nozzle onto an 8
bit CCD camera. The spatial resolution is about 2 μm and the
magnification around 12 (see Fig. 2). Though powerful, this
setup has some important limitations which have to be taken
into account when characterizing microjets:

� The error (intrinsic noise), assessed by extracting the
phase from two consecutive reference images without
firing the gas, corresponds to a level of about 1018

cm−3. It is mainly due to parasitic vibrations of the
interferometer components and therefore requires to
shield out the thin beamsplitters from any airstream
and to set the assembly on a stabilized optical table.

� The thickness of the microjet is tenfold thinner than
usual jets. Therefore the output density has to be at
least tenfold higher than in the millimetric case, in or-
der to overshoot the noise level.

� Jets produced by usual millimetric nozzles are often
characterized using high refractive index gases such
as argon, krypton, . . . , that give similar profiles as he-
lium, massively used for laser-gas jet interaction, but
having a smaller optical index. However, in the present
case, when using any of these ersatz at such high pres-
sures, the corruption of the characterization is expected
due to the formation of molecular jets with large clus-
ters, as the empirical Hagena parameter 
* ≥ 105 is
much greater than the admitted limit 
* ∼ 103 for
cluster formation.24–26

Since the main goal was to produce very dense jets, these
points could have been circumvented by using a pneumatic
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FIG. 2. Mach-Zehnder interferometer with typical interferogram (see Ref. 20) obtained when the high pressure (HP) gas jet is fired.

pressure booster (×75) delivering up to 400 bar of backing
pressure.

The phase shift due to the gas is deduced from the in-
terferogram fringe shift with a continuous wavelet transform
technique (CWT).27 A typical raw phase map and the corre-
sponding density calculations at three heights above the noz-
zle are presented in Figure 3. For the following, we define

FIG. 3. Data extraction from interferograms obtained with a 400 μm-
cylindrical nozzle pressurized at p = 300 bar. (a) Phase shift distribution
(colormap in radian) from CWT. (b) Neutral He profiles na normalized to
the atomic critical density nca at 100 (red line), 200 (blue line), and 300 μm
above a 400 μm sonic nozzle from Abel-inversion. The dotted lines indicate
the best exponential fits.

nca = 1.68 × 1021 atoms/cm3 (referred to as atomic critical
density). The good axial symmetry of the flow makes the den-
sity estimation using the Abel-inversion technique very reli-
able (estimations with a generalized Abel-inversion assuming
non-axisymmetric profiles28 give the same results).

B. Innovative apparatus

The He pressure in the upstream reservoir could be in the-
ory varied within the range p = 50 − 450 bar. In practice, the
pressure was fixed between 300 and 400 bar. This corresponds
to mass flow rates of an order of magnitude higher than rates
with usual jets used in laser-plasma interaction experiments.
However, in this range, the electro-valve we used can fully
open and close according to the manufacturer within 3 ms.
This fast-switching is made possible by the implementation
of the bid technology, a recent invention consisting in a bid
rotating in an asymmetric induced magnetic field to gate the
gas flow out (see Figure 4). This has the advantage to signif-
icantly reduce the inertia of the switch and increase the pres-
sure limit by a factor of 10, as compared to translational plas-
tic poppet driven by a spring in usual electro-valve. The con-
junction of the fast-switching electro-valve and the high mass
flow rate makes the assembly capable of delivering overdense
gas jet (see Figure 3), while being usable in the vacuum in-
teraction chamber without endangering the vacuum pump as-
sembly. The stability of the overall system gave a very good
shot-to-shot reproducibility in density over the tested pressure
range (fluctuations of less than few percent rms).

The method we adopted to vary the density differs
from the one usually employed in laser-plasma interaction.
Here, the gas pressure feeding the valve is kept constant at
p = 300 bar because of the long transient regime of the pres-
sure booster, and delays �t between the gas and the prob-
ing laser are varied. Equivalently, �t can be fixed and the
opening time of the valve varied (but this would also re-
sult in gas throughput change and hence caution should be
practised regarding vacuum pumps). Thus, the interest of this
method rests on the fact that the jet profile is determined by
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FIG. 4. (Left) Cross-section of the assembly electro-valve + nozzle. The rotating stainless steel bid in the center of the assembly replaces the translational plastic
poppet in standard valves. (Right) General outlook of the assembly.

a time, which can be set experimentally much more conve-
niently than a pressure, and at the precision of the jitter of a
simple time-delay pulse generator (with a nanosecond preci-
sion).

C. Results

As expected from the 1DIFF model, the spatial profile
of the jet depends upon the exit Mach number via the nozzle
geometry (ratio of the exit to the critical diameter). This was
experimentally verified as shown in Figure 5, where neutral
densities normalized to the peak density at 200 μm for each
nozzle type are plotted to underline the gradients in radial and
vertical directions.

From Eq. (8), the output mass flow rate will be lower in
the supersonic case (A0 = (100 μm)2) than in transonic and
sonic ones (A0 = (300)2 and (400 μm)2, respectively), and so
will be the density, for a given stagnation pressure p*. In our
conditions, only the sonic and transonic flows supply neutral
densities over 1020 cm−3. For the sonic flow the peak den-
sity reaches 1021 cm−3 at 200 μm from the nozzle exit and
the flow spreads over 500 μm FWHM. Theses specs make it
particularly interesting for an efficient coupling with an ul-
trashort Ti:Sapphire laser pulse. We describe specifically that
high-density flow in the following.

1. Time dependence

The time-resolved density at height Z = 200 μm is de-
picted in Figure 6, where the peak densities are plotted against
the delay between firing of the valve and the instant of the
measurement (instant at which the laser is fired when the
interaction is carried out). A typical asymmetric bell shape
trendline is obtained and near-critical atomic peak densities
are measured at about 20 ms after the valve opening. Despite
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the fast-switching of the valve within 3 ms, the transient state
lasts for about 15 ms. This delay is probably due to some ki-
netic issue in the bid motion that restricts the mass flow rate
and causes the “displacement” of the duct smallest area from
the nozzle critical diameter down to the valve output orifice,
the diameter of which evolving consequently too slowly with
time during the opening phase. Optimization of this aspect by
changing for instance the bid size and/or the valve housing
dimensions will be subject to future developments.

2. Space dependence

It is interesting to compare the jet shape at different �t.
Figure 7 presents the jet profiles at Z = 200 μm at different
delays in the top panel, and the corresponding gradient (ratio
of the peak density to the gradient scale length), and gradient
scale length in the bottom panel. It appears that the gradient
scale length is almost constant over the investigated timespan
(red full dots) even if the peak density and thus the gradient
vary greatly. Thus, for a sonic nozzle, it is possible to vary the
gradient without changing the gradient scale length. This is
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of utmost importance for carrying out controllable paramet-
ric studies on, for instance, laser self-focusing, filamentation
instability or electron injection in a density ramp.29, 30

V. CONCLUSION

Very dense compact gas jets have been developed
for accessing experimentally the critical density limit for
Ti:Sapphire laser-plasma interactions at nc = 1.68 × 1021

cm−3. These new tools enable to safely work in a standard
interaction turbo-pumped environment by implementing bid-
based electro-valve. The tunability of the jet characteristics
(peak density and gradient scale length) from time-delay ad-
justments opens up opportunities to carry out systematic and
exploratory studies of the interaction.
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